Abstract

During the past decades, legal advocacy has played a critical role in changing the realities of women's reproductive lives in countries worldwide. The courts may be an excellent venue for bringing about change, especially where there is a disconnect between international, constitutional, or legislative norms and the reality of women's lives. The Center for Reproductive Rights' International Legal Program and its partner organizations in Latin America have pioneered the use of international litigation as a strategy to ensure that legislation and policies better reflect the international community's recognition of reproductive rights. This article aims to share the Center's experiences; explore the use of high-impact litigation to further reproductive rights; evaluate whether the time is right for litigation; examine the process of identifying issues and cases; and understand the potential pitfalls and opportunities of such litigation.

Au cours des dernières décennies, les partisans des transformations juridiques ont joué un rôle crucial en changeant les réalités de la vie reproductive des femmes dans un certain nombre de pays du monde entier. Les tribunaux peuvent constituer un excellent moyen de produire des changements, en particulier dans les cas où il existe une rupture entre les normes internationales, constitutionnelles ou législatives et la réalité de la vie de femmes. Le programme légal international du Centre pour les droits reproductifs et les organisations qui collaborent avec lui en Amérique Latine ont fait œuvre de pionniers en utilisant les procès comme stratégie pour assurer que les lois et politiques reflètent mieux la reconnaissance des droits reproductifs par la communauté internationale. Cet article a pour objet de partager les expériences du Centre; d'explorer l'emploi de procès à impact élevé pour promouvoir les droits reproductifs; d'évaluer si le moment est propice pour intenter des procès; d'examiner le processus d'identification des problèmes et des cas; et de comprendre les risques ainsi que les opportunités que de tels procès présentent.

En las últimas décadas, la defensa legal ha jugado un papel crítico para el cambio de la realidad de la vida reproductiva de las mujeres en países alrededor del mundo. Los tribunales pueden ser un foro excelente para producir el cambio, sobre todo cuando existe una ausencia de vínculo entre las normas internacionales, constitucionales o legislativas y la realidad de las vidas de mujeres. El Programa Legal Internacional del Centro de Derechos Reproductivos y sus organizaciones asociadas de América Latina han sido pioneros en el uso de los litigios internacionales como una estrategia para asegurar que la legislación y las políticas reflejen de mejor manera el reconocimiento de los derechos reproductivos por parte de la comunidad internacional. Este artículo procura compartir las experiencias del Centro; explorar el uso de los litigios de alto impacto para promover los derechos reproductivos; evaluar si el momento es oportuno para litigios; examinar el proceso de identificación de temas y casos; y entender los escollos potenciales y las oportunidades de defensa de los litigios.
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During the past decades, legal advocacy has played a critical role in changing the realities of women's reproductive lives in countries worldwide. Much of the global advocacy effort has focused on establishing an appropriate legal and political framework to advance reproductive rights and, more broadly, women's human rights at both national and international levels. Although global advances in Latin America have shaped national legal and policy reforms, they have not led to full respect for women's reproductive rights. Public-interest litigation has been used as a strategy at the national level for the promotion of social change during recent decades, but women's rights groups throughout the world continue to underutilize this strategy. For various reasons, the judicial system has not been viewed as a key element in advancing standards to protect women's rights.

Yet, despite limitations at both the national and international levels, the courts can provide excellent venues for bringing about change, especially when a disconnect exists between an international, constitutional, or legislative norm and the reality of women's lives. For example, a court may order a government to remedy a victim's situation and may also issue a prescriptive order to improve conditions for a broader class of similarly situated women, thereby facili-
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tating greater future protection. When a national court falls short of the desired outcome, international human rights litigation can also offer an opportunity to address reproductive-rights violations. Therefore, advocates in Latin America and worldwide should be able to evaluate the potential of this strategy. The Center for Reproductive Rights and its partner organizations in Latin America have pioneered the use of international litigation as a strategy to ensure that national-level legislation, policies, and jurisprudence better reflect the international community’s recognition of reproductive rights. International litigation has also been used to push for development of new standards for the protection of reproductive rights under international law.¹

During the past five years, the Center and its partners, with the full and informed consent and authorization of each victim, have filed three cases before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) and one case before the United Nations (UN) Human Rights Committee (UNHRC). The cases before the IACHR have involved issues of quality of care, violence against women in public health facilities, coercive sterilization, and denial of access to abortion services. The case pending before the UNHRC is the first individual complaint dealing with abortion to be considered by the UN human rights treaty-monitoring system.

This article draws from the Center’s experience in the UN and Inter-American systems and briefly describes where claims can be brought when reproductive rights have been violated. It also examines the issues pertaining to women’s reproductive rights that have been brought before certain international bodies and examines potential advantages and pitfalls of litigation, as well as the advocacy opportunities such litigation presents. This article seeks to contribute to the debate on whether and how a litigation strategy can be a viable means for promoting standards for the protection of human rights and for seeking redress for violations of women’s reproductive rights.
Legal Advocacy of Reproductive Rights: The Global Perspective

Women’s reproductive rights began receiving international recognition in the 1960s, when individuals’ rights to make choices in matters of reproduction were explicitly recognized. Subsequent decades witnessed various international conferences whose final documents reaffirmed those rights. This political momentum led to a major turning point during the 1990s, when women’s reproductive rights were recognized by the international community and reiterated in declarations drawn up at international conferences.

These declarations acknowledge the importance of protecting women’s human rights—specifically reproductive rights—as a category involving political, economic, social, and cultural rights at both individual and collective levels. By endorsing these international documents, governments pledged to adjust their internal legislation to protect and ensure reproductive rights, while also formulating and implementing policies to promote these rights.

From the international legal perspective, several instruments were recently and widely adopted, recognizing and further helping to make women’s reproductive rights part of the global and regional human rights agenda. On a regional level, the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment, and Eradication of Violence Against Women (the Convention of Belém do Pará)—the only international convention directly addressing violence against women—was adopted. In addition, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court included crimes related to sexual and gender violence. The adoption of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women promises greater potential for enforcement of women’s human rights in general.

Based on these international legal and political documents, it is possible to adduce that reproductive rights are rooted in basic human rights notions and generally encompass two broad principles: the right to reproductive health care and the right to reproductive self-determination. The rights to reproductive and sexual health care, to physical integrity, and to security and autonomy make governments...
obligated to ensure the availability of reproductive health services and to remove existing legal barriers to reproductive health care. The right to reproductive autonomy, including the right to privacy and the right to decide the number and spacing of one's children, obligates governments to ensure that men and women have equal access to a full range of contraceptive choices and reproductive health services; that they have access to information about sexual and reproductive health; and that their decisions pertaining to their reproductive choices are fully respected by the government and third parties.

Latin America: Law and Policy vs. Reality

In Latin America, in large part due to the work of activists, governments have been increasingly acknowledging and pledging to expand and promote women's rights through legal and policy development. Governments in the region have generally supported and adopted the various international conventions and conference documents. In the 1990s, transformative constitutional and judicial reforms took place in Latin America, including elimination of many discriminatory provisions contained in penal and civil codes. In addition, normative changes have taken place at the national level due, in great part, to the development and subsequent incorporation of international human rights treaties into national constitutions or directly into domestic law. For example, adoption of the Convention of Belém do Pará helped push governments to enact national laws to address violence against women. Many national health laws and policies have also incorporated the commitments of governments at the international level, showing a change of direction toward making reproductive rights human rights.

While the principles and commitments contained in international legal instruments and conferences have begun to affect internal norms and public policies in Latin America, they are not enforced in a way that fully guarantees women in the region their sexual and reproductive
For instance, even though Latin American governments have begun to adopt policies and health care guidelines to address HIV/AIDS, their efforts remain tepid at best. Women's human rights to life, health, and reproductive health continue to be severely compromised by the feminization of HIV/AIDS transmission and the lack of regulations regarding HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Also, despite national norms and international conventions and conferences that reaffirm the rights to access reproductive health services and to decide the number and spacing of one's children, information and access to emergency contraception are sporadically disseminated and seldom offered in public health facilities.

Cases have been filed in the judicial systems of several countries of the region to challenge the sale and distribution of emergency contraception. Conservative groups, not the judicial system, have challenged this. Some cases have succeeded; others are pending. Similarly, although regulations and policies do address sexual and reproductive health concerns in Latin America, certain issues—such as abortion and adolescents' access to sexual and reproductive health information and services—still lack a consistent legal and policy framework that reflects a commitment to the exercise of women's reproductive rights. This situation is critical in a region where adolescents' maternal mortality and unintended pregnancy rates remain very high. Furthermore, although domestic and social violence have become central issues in the policymaking of governments in the region, levels of domestic violence continue to be high. Estimates indicate that between 30% and 50% of women who have partners are victimized psychologically each year, and 10% to 35% suffer physical violence.

While governmental inaction in many areas impedes the exercise of reproductive rights, this is probably most apparent in relation to abortion. Despite the global trend toward legalization, abortion remains illegal in almost all countries in Latin America and continues to be one of the main causes of maternal mortality in the region, causing approximately 5,000 women to die each year.
Successes in gaining regional and national legal and policy recognition of women’s sexual and reproductive rights have not always been effective in protecting those rights. The question of accountability is intrinsically related to, and must be considered in tandem with, governments’ commitments to their international obligations and to implementation within their own constitutional provisions and laws. The realization of women’s reproductive rights must be monitored vigilantly. How much meaning do governmental legislation and public policy initiatives have if women’s conditions remain the same despite legal and policy changes?

Judicial bodies, at both the national and international levels, should protect women’s rights by holding governments accountable for their actions or inactions and should guarantee the implementation and enforcement of legal reforms. Although the mechanisms for protecting legal rights in many Latin American countries appear adequate, in practice these mechanisms are sometimes insufficient. In Latin America, in particular, where democracies remain fragile and commitment to protecting human rights is limited, the courts can play a fundamental role. A recent study, however, reveals that courts at the highest national levels have failed to protect the rights of women even as these rights have been recognized in national constitutions and in international conventions. This study shows that strategies need to be developed to ensure that national-level judiciaries fully participate in protecting women’s reproductive rights.

International judicial and quasi-judicial bodies also play an important role in the promotion of human rights. Certain groups, particularly those working for civil and political rights within different countries, have demonstrated how litigation at the national and international levels can provide redress for individual violations and advance human rights standards. These groups use litigation as a means to ensure accountability and to help reform current laws and policies that violate human rights. Litigation may also mobilize and foster alliances that can prompt political
action and promote creation of new standards for interpreting human rights at both the international and national levels when applied by domestic courts. Furthermore, litigation may foster awareness of human rights violations, helping to create a culture that encourages private and governmental actors to respect and safeguard human rights.

Using international litigation as a viable legal strategy to further and strengthen reproductive rights standards is a logical next step in seeking accountability for the advancement of women's human rights in general, and reproductive rights in particular.

**International Human Rights Litigation and Women’s Rights**

International human rights litigation is conducted before international human rights systems. These systems consist of quasi-judicial bodies created by the UN or by regional human rights conventions whose mandate is to monitor the compliance of States parties with the human rights obligations contained in a specific treaty. Some of these bodies or committees incorporate an individual complaint procedure to carry out their mission. This procedure is similar to traditional litigation in which a victim of human rights violations sues a state for its noncompliance with the obligations to respect, protect, and/or fulfill human rights imposed by the particular treaty. The relevant body carries out a quasi-judicial proceeding and decides if the state should be declared internationally responsible. If so, it recommends measures the state must take to redress the violation and compensate the victim.

In addition to the individual complaint procedure, all UN and regional systems have a wide array of mechanisms to monitor, advance, and protect human rights, including country reports, on-site visits, and special reports. The UN human rights system comprises the six most important human rights treaties adopted by the UN General Assembly and its respective monitoring bodies. Periodic state reporting is the main mechanism used by these treaty-monitoring bodies to evaluate state compliance. All but two of the six treaties have an individual complaint procedure. The indi-
Individual complaint procedure is incorporated through a protocol that is open but optional to the States parties of the original treaty.\textsuperscript{28} The UNHRC, which oversees compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), has been functioning since 1976—making it the oldest of the treaty bodies.\textsuperscript{29}

Apart from the UN system, regional systems exist in Europe, the Americas, and Africa. Each of these is linked to the organization of states for the region, namely the Council of Europe (COE), the Organization for American States (OAS), and the African Union (formerly the Organization of African Unity), respectively.

The Inter-American system is the oldest human rights system, having begun operation through the IACHR in 1959.\textsuperscript{30} It was later complemented by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, created by the American Convention on Human Rights, which was adopted in 1969 and entered into force in 1978.\textsuperscript{31} The system includes an individual complaint procedure, modeled after the European system, that requires an individual petition to be filed with and evaluated by the IACHR before it can be heard by the court.

While the recommendations issued by the Commission are binding, enforcement rests solely with the voluntary good will of the State party. Although this issue has raised significant skepticism regarding the Inter-American system’s power to implement and maintain resolutions, in reality, more often than not, States parties have willingly enforced these recommendations and have taken steps to effect change. This decision to abide by the Commission’s recommendations is partly influenced by the desire to avoid the international “shaming effect” that has been an effective legal and political strategy for holding states accountable for their actions, as well as for their commitment to promoting national legal and policy changes.

**When Can Human Rights Be Litigated Internationally?**

Because international human rights tribunals are meant to be subsidiary, and because of the international law principle of sovereignty, each country must first have the opportunity to use its internal legal resources to redress a
human rights violation. Therefore, no international human rights tribunal will admit a petition until petitioners have exhausted all internal legal remedies. It is, however, possible to demonstrate a lack of effective internal remedies or a state’s unwillingness or inability to guarantee a fair adjudication.

The individual who files the complaint must include a petition containing a list of the human rights protected under a specific human rights convention that have been allegedly violated and must ensure that no other international body is considering the same substantive claim.

Who Can Litigate Human Rights?

The rules of standing in international human rights litigation vary according to the tribunal. Most cases require a victim’s consent, but in the Inter-American system the rule is much broader, permitting any person or group of persons to file complaints even without a victim’s authorization. Several nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have sought redress for human rights violations by engaging in litigation to remedy systemic problems that result in human rights violations. These NGOs regularly offer their services and expertise to individuals and the local NGOs that represent them.

Issues Addressed through Human Rights Litigation

Most cases presented before the IACHR deal with violations that occurred during military governments, including violations of the right to life and physical integrity, to a fair trial, to be free from torture, and to due process. The Inter-American Court’s decisions on a government’s obligation to protect individuals from violations committed by private actors and on victim reparations have set important precedents in international human rights law. Moreover, one of these decisions, known as the Velásquez-Rodríguez case, set an important precedent for defining state obligations not only to respect, but also to promote and protect human rights.

The jurisprudence of other human rights systems, such as the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and the
UNHRC, includes decisions that address issues of legitimate exercise of state power and individual freedoms in contexts such as the appropriate length of pre-trial detention and the right to privacy, the right to be free from discrimination based on sexual orientation, the limits of “hate speech” legislation, and the death penalty as a violation of the right to be free from cruel and inhuman treatment.40-42

Jurisprudence on Women’s Human Rights

International human rights jurisprudence on women’s rights, particularly reproductive rights, has been scant and unevenly developed, both geographically and thematically. For these reasons, the analysis here is limited to those issues that have been directly addressed. Several cases before the UNHRC and the European and Inter-American systems have construed a broad understanding of what reproductive rights include. Likewise, discussions relating to the “right to health,” such as those of the ECHR, have been deliberately excluded since the IACHR and the UNHRC have not dealt with international standards of protection of the right to health in their decisions. Even though the issues are closely intertwined, we have divided these cases into two categories: physical integrity and security; and reproductive health, privacy, and autonomy.43

Physical Integrity and Security: Violence Against Women

The cases of rape filed before the Inter-American system have generally involved the detention and rape of women by military personnel.45 The IACHR has held the governments of El Salvador, Mexico, and Peru internationally responsible in several cases of rape of women.46-48 Furthermore, in accordance with the Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture, the IACHR established that rape committed by a public official constitutes a form of torture.49

The Latin American women’s movement has been using the jurisprudence of the Inter-American system to protect individuals from violations perpetrated by private actors.50 The Center for Justice and International Law (CEJIL) and the Committee for the Defense of Women’s
Rights (CLADEM) first used the Convention of Belém do Pará in a case of a woman whose husband had been abusing her for years. The husband eventually paralyzed his wife in a failed attempt to murder her. Brazilian authorities did not respond to the reports this women repeatedly filed over the 15 years of her abuse, and as a result the IACHR held the Brazilian government responsible for violation of the woman’s rights and for a general pattern of government tolerance of, and law enforcement’s ineffectiveness in responding to, cases of domestic violence.51

**Reproductive Health, Privacy, and Autonomy**

**Pregnancy Discrimination**

The IACHR recently addressed discrimination on the basis of pregnancy in a 2002 case of a 15-year-old student who was denied enrollment in a public school because she was pregnant. The settlement in this case resulted in the government acknowledging that the rights of the petitioner enshrined in the American Convention on Human Rights—namely, freedom from arbitrary or abusive interference with private life and equal protection of the law—were violated when her enrollment was refused and she was forced to leave school.52

**Abortion**

The Inter-American system addressed a petition against the United States and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in a case known as “Baby Boy” in which the Supreme Court of Massachusetts acquitted Dr. Kenneth Edelin for having performed an abortion in Boston on October 3, 1973.53 The IACHR explicitly stated that the right to life protected by the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man should not be understood to protect fetal life and to prohibit legal abortion.54

The issue of abortion has been most developed in the European forum. The ECHR has addressed the issue of abortion within the scope of the right to life, the right to private life, and, primarily, the right to freedom of expression. It has emphasized, however, that since national legislation on abortion differs considerably, states are given a wide margin
of appreciation, and the ECHR has been very hesitant to fully support women’s absolute right to an abortion.\textsuperscript{55} Notwithstanding this very sensitive issue, the ECHR has been much more open to protecting the right to freedom of expression and to receiving and imparting information about abortion than other regional systems.\textsuperscript{56}

**Vaginal Inspections**

The case of *X and Y v. Argentina*, presented to the IACHR in 1996, sought to stop the practice of vaginal inspections of girls and women visiting inmates in Argentine prisons. The IACHR concluded that the inspections constituted an invasion of girls’ and women’s bodies and violated their rights to privacy, physical and psychological integrity, the protection of the family, and the rights of the child.\textsuperscript{57} The decision further established the close connection between the right to privacy and the right to physical and psychological integrity. The IACHR stated that the right to privacy comprised protection against publicity as well as the physical and moral integrity of the person.\textsuperscript{58}

The jurisprudence on women’s rights generated by the Inter-American and UN systems, though limited, has made tremendous strides in establishing standards of protection on matters of privacy and state responsibility. The measure of how well governments uphold their obligations to ensure and advance these standards of protection of women’s reproductive and sexual rights will be reflected in their efforts to advance the right to health and the right to nondiscrimination, as well as in public officials’ accountability for their related actions.

**Advancing Reproductive Rights in Latin America: Cases Litigated by the Center and its Partners**

A main project of the Center’s Latin American program (created in 1996), in collaboration with national women’s rights organizations, has been an analysis of the laws and policies affecting women’s reproductive lives in the region. This research identified critical laws affecting women’s rights and has been used as the basis for developing strategies in some countries that frame, document, and denounce
violations of reproductive rights as violations of human rights. To carry this out, the Center worked with its partners to develop reports that documented patterns of violations and then to select specific cases that illustrated a government's role in committing or failing to prevent individual violations that constituted breaches of a Latin American country's international human rights obligations.

The Center, in partnership with NGOs such as CLADEM, the Counseling Center for the Defense of Women's Rights (DEMUS), and CEJIL, has brought four cases before the IACHR and the UNHRC. These partner organizations, in pursuit of judicial remedies at the national level, first identified the cases. These cases reveal various violations of sexual and reproductive rights and demonstrate that existing laws and policies often adversely affect women's sexual and reproductive health, or, even when adequate, are not enforced in ways that guarantee protection. By exposing the conduct of government officials, as well as that of private citizens, negotiations in two of the cases resulted in the adoption of policies that aim to eliminate these types of violations. The other two cases are only at an initial stage.

Although three out of the four cases involve the government of Peru, that is no indication that these types of violations are exclusive to that country. As mentioned earlier, the cases described below represent reproductive rights violations that occur throughout the region. Successfully initiating and developing a joint strategy of international litigation depends on the support of established local groups at the national level. CLADEM and DEMUS, both based in Peru, had the reputation and experience needed to successfully bring cases to international attention.

**Physical Integrity and Security: MM v. Peru**

The Center and CLADEM documented the critical problem of violence against women in public health facilities. The facts of *MM v. Peru* are as follows: In 1996, MM went to the emergency room of the Carlos Monge Medrano Hospital in Juliaca, Peru, complaining of a headache and fever. She was examined by Dr. Salmón Horna, who told her to take off her clothes. To her surprise and confusion he per-
formed a gynecological exam on her. He then convinced MM that he needed to continue the exam in his private office where he had the necessary instruments to treat her. MM accompanied him to his private office, which was off hospital grounds. The last thing she remembers was receiving an anesthetic. When she awakened, she was naked and he was standing beside her with bloodied hands and his pants half off.

The same doctor had previously been accused of the attempted rape of a 15-year-old girl. Yet when MM filed a complaint with the medical examiner, she was ridiculed and told no one would believe her. The Peruvian criminal process initially acquitted Horna. When the Center and CLADEM took on MM’s cause, an eight-week fact-finding mission began that documented 50 cases of women who had been mistreated and abused by health providers in five regions of Peru.

The Center, CLADEM, and CEJIL submitted a petition to the IACHR alleging that the state’s administrative and judicial processes discriminated against MM and violated rights established in various international treaties. The petition argued that rape by a doctor working as an agent of the state for the Peruvian public health system violated MM’s right to life, as well as her right to physical and psychological integrity.61,62 It was the first case before the IACHR to assert that a state has international responsibility for violations committed by its public health sector. The petition further alleged that these violations were conducted against MM based on her economic situation, youth, and indigenous ancestry.63 Horna, as a public health official, failed to follow the standard procedure for a pelvic exam, jeopardizing MM’s health and violating her rights to health, to liberty, and to provide free and informed consent to a medical procedure.64,65 Finally, it was alleged that sexual abuse occurred when the victim’s privacy was violated and her honor and dignity were deliberately abused.66,67

The petition also maintained that the Peruvian government denied MM the right to a full investigation of her complaint and to a trial by an impartial court within a reasonable time period.68 Members of the judiciary further violated MM’s right to judicial protection by presiding over a
process plagued by bias and gender prejudice. The prosecutor’s office and the investigative judge conducted a negligent and inefficient investigation of MM’s case and arbitrarily evaluated the evidence by assigning lesser weight to critical evidence presented by MM and greater weight to irrelevant documents submitted by the defendant.

On March 6, 2000, following several months of negotiations among representatives of the government and of CLADEM, CEJIL, and the Center, the parties signed a friendly settlement that continues to be monitored by the IACHR. The Peruvian government agreed to compensate MM for her pain and suffering and to report Horna to the Medical College of Peru for professional sanctions. In addition, the government agreed to create a commission to monitor compliance with the terms of the agreement. These follow-up procedures are crucial to ensuring full compliance with the settlement.

This case was resolved in a way that not only benefited MM, but that also compelled the Peruvian state to recognize its responsibility for the violation of MM’s rights and adopt legislative and administrative measures designed to improve the situation of rape survivors and the quality of care in public health services. Because Horna had already been acquitted under Peruvian law and could not be prohibited from practicing medicine, he was transferred to the hospital pharmacy, where he could not interact directly with patients. At one point the hospital requested his help to treat a patient during an emergency, and Horna raped another woman. This most recent criminal case is pending, but the medical association finally revoked his license. Horna’s attempts to continue working in the public health sector and the government’s other obligations under the settlement agreement continue to be monitored by the IACHR.

Reproductive Health, Privacy, and Autonomy: 
*Maria Mamérita Mestanza Chávez v. Peru*  
This case illustrates the adverse consequences of Peru’s family planning policy that was in effect during the government of Alberto Fujimori (1990 to 2000). That policy was more concerned with achieving quantitative goals than
with guaranteeing the reproductive rights of women.\textsuperscript{71}

Mestanza was a 33-year-old woman from rural Cajamarca, Peru, who lived with her longtime domestic partner and their seven children. In 1996, officials from the Encañada District Health Center threatened to report Mestanza and her partner to the police if she did not undergo surgical sterilization, claiming that having more than five children was a crime. Finally, as a result of the coercion, Mestanza's partner agreed to having her undergo a tubal ligation. The surgery was performed without prior medical examination, and officials waited until the day after surgery to give Mestanza a medical consent form, which was not read to her even though they knew she was illiterate. Mestanza was discharged despite serious complications, including vomiting and severe headache. Over the next few days her partner informed medical personnel at the Health Center that Mestanza's health was deteriorating. The physicians refused to treat her and insisted that she was only suffering from the post-operative effects of anesthesia. Mestanza died in her home nine days after the operation.

Mestanza's case was initially presented to the Commission on June 15, 1999, by CLADEM, DEMUS, and the Association for Human Rights (APRODEH). The Center and CEJIL participated as petitioners on April 12, 2000. The petition alleged violations of Mestanza's rights to life and personal integrity because she was not given a medical examination prior to the surgery.\textsuperscript{72,73} The petitioners claimed that state agents put Mestanza's physical health at risk by performing unnecessary surgery without her informed consent and without a pre-operative exam, thereby violating her rights to health and to free and informed consent.\textsuperscript{74,75} Mestanza was also treated in a negligent, cruel, inhuman, and degrading manner by Peruvian health service employees when she was refused necessary post-operative care, despite her partner's repeated requests for medical assistance.

In the case of Mestanza, the family planning policy was clearly applied in a discriminatory manner. For example, health officials violated Mestanza's rights to equality and non-discrimination when they bypassed Mestanza and gave her partner the sole power to decide whether
Mestanza should undergo sterilization, an invasive medical procedure.\textsuperscript{76,77}

Although Mestanza's family members filed a complaint, they were denied an effective judicial remedy because state authorities refused to conduct an impartial investigation into her death. The petitioners succeeded in having the case declared admissible on the grounds that judicial protection and access to justice constitute indispensable human rights; they are the basis for the realization of all other rights because they guarantee the legal security of an independent and impartial court that will rule, remedy, and order compensation for any type of illegal act.\textsuperscript{78}

In March 2001, the Peruvian government signed an initial agreement recognizing its international legal responsibility for violation of Mestanza's rights. In October 2002, the Peruvian government agreed in principle to a settlement, recognizing violations of the right to life, to physical integrity and humane treatment, to equal protection under the law, and to be free from gender-based violence.\textsuperscript{79} After delaying for nine months, the Peruvian government signed a final agreement in August 2003. The agreement provides monetary compensation to Mestanza's family, punishment to those responsible for the violations of Peruvian and international legal standards, modification of discriminatory legislation and policies, and prompt implementation of recommendations made by Peru’s Human Rights Ombudsman, which include improving pre-operative evaluations of women being sterilized, requiring better training of health personnel, creating a procedure to ensure timely handling of patient complaints within the health care system, and implementing measures to ensure that women are given genuine informed consent, including enforcing a 72-hour waiting period before sterilization.

**Abortion: Paulina Ramírez v. Mexico**

Abortion is a highly restricted procedure in Latin America. Although making abortion illegal does not prevent women from having abortions, criminalizing abortion does increase the chances of receiving unsafe abortions and, as some of the UN treaty-monitoring bodies have acknowledged, has a direct impact on the high rate of maternal mor-
tality, which violates the right to life. In addition, even those women who are entitled to legal abortions must often face government officials who want to impose their own personal beliefs rather than to uphold the provisions of the law. The continued denial of access to legal abortions is common in countries such as Mexico, Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia. Various organizations have begun working to bring these cases to international attention to seek reparation for victims, to create awareness of reproductive rights violations as human rights violations, and, hopefully, to contribute to broader efforts to advance legal reform.

The Center and its Mexican partners were among the first to pursue claims asserting the state's responsibility to ensure a legal right to abortion in the IACHR. Paulina Ramírez was 13 years old when she was raped by an intruder to her home in Baja California, Mexico, on July 31, 1999. She immediately reported the offense to the Agency of the Public Ministry Specializing in Sexual Crimes and Domestic Violence. Although this investigative agency was familiar with emergency contraception (EC), it offered Ramírez neither information on nor access to EC. Several weeks later, a private gynecologist told Ramírez that she was pregnant, at which time a public ministry official granted her authorization to have an abortion in a state hospital.

On two separate occasions, Ramírez checked into the hospital to terminate her pregnancy. During each stay, she was subjected to an unnecessary fast and was given various excuses about why the abortion was not being performed. Over a period of two months, authorities relentlessly pressured Ramírez and her mother into changing their minds about the abortion, going to such lengths as having a state attorney from the Department of Justice take them to a Catholic priest who threatened them with excommunication if they insisted on getting an abortion. During one of her hospital stays, Ramírez’s rights to dignity, privacy, and informed consent were violated when she was visited by two women who showed her explicit and disturbing pictures of abortion procedures. Finally, only hours before the procedure was scheduled, Ramírez’s mother met with the director of the hospital, who misinformed her about the risks of the procedure and told her that if something hap-
pened to Paulina, it would be her fault. Her mother then felt compelled to withdraw her consent and the abortion was not performed.

In this case, the petitioners argued that the state violated its obligation to respect and guarantee the rights established in the American Convention, particularly by its lack of judicial guarantees and protection. Mexico’s rape exception to its abortion ban is not regulated, enabling public officials to act arbitrarily in cases of rape and to neglect their obligation to respect and guarantee women’s rights to physical and psychological integrity, health, liberty, informed consent, honor, dignity, privacy, and freedom of religion. The lack of a clear procedure and of a speedy and effective remedy that permits the timely guarantee of the right to a legal abortion resulted in subsequent violations involving various public officials. Consequently, Ramirez suffered irreparable damages from a pregnancy that resulted from a violation of her sexual integrity.

The Center and Mexican organizations Alaide Foppa and Epikeia presented the case to the IACHR on March 8, 2002. The Commission has not yet formally admitted the case, though we expect it will address the case by the end of 2003. At that time, local advocacy strategy and the petitioners’ collaboration with local partners will play a key role in advancing the case before the IACHR. Part of the Center’s and its partner organizations’ strategy is to strengthen local and international advocacy efforts. Fostering local organizations’ commitment to reproductive rights issues is especially important, as is sensitizing IACHR Commissioners by using briefings, on site follow-up visits, and providing general information on protecting reproductive rights and reinforcing the standards established by the treaty-monitoring bodies.

Karen Noelia Llontoy Huamán v. Peru

Another problem in various countries in Latin America is the narrow interpretation of the right to health and reproductive health. In Peru, abortion is legal for therapeutic reasons. Peru, however, has failed to adopt clear regulations to ensure access to abortion services, and women whose pregnancies may endanger their health are left to the mercy of public officials. In Karen Noelia Llontoy Huamán v. Peru,
the plaintiff was a 17-year-old woman who was 14 weeks pregnant when doctors at a public hospital in Lima discovered that the fetus she was carrying was anencephalic, meaning that it lacked most or all of a forebrain. Such a fatal, congenital anomaly falls under the medical guidelines for a therapeutic abortion, and, after much soul-searching, Huamán decided to go ahead with the procedure. The public hospital’s director, however, determined that her case did not fit the therapeutic exception, denying her access to an abortion. On January 13, 2002, Huamán delivered the fatally ill child who she was forced to breast feed until the baby died four days later.

The complaint filed before the UNHRC on November 8, 2002, asserted that Huamán’s pregnancy severely compromised her life by endangering both her physical and psychological health, and that the final half of her pregnancy was a clear violation of international standards prohibiting violence against women, as well as cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment by state officials. The complaint was also supported by medical scholars and specialists who, in a written submission to the UNHCR, addressed the medical risks that Huamán suffered as a result of carrying an anencephalic fetus to term.

Peru recognizes the UNHRC’s authority to examine individual complaints, to determine whether violations of the ICCPR occurred, and to suggest remedies for cases that have not been effectively resolved by the country. It is on the basis of this commitment that the co-petitioning organizations are asking the UNHRC to find Peru in violation of Huamán’s rights and to further recommend that the government compensate her for severe suffering. In addition, they have put forth a plan recommending that Peru adopt clear regulations to ensure that women seeking to terminate a pregnancy pursuant to Peruvian law have prompt access to safe abortion services. At this time, the UNHCR has yet to formally admit the case.

In both Ramírez v. Mexico and Huamán v. Peru, the issue of abortion underlies the claims of a human rights violation. Denial of access to safe and legal abortion services not only infringed on these women’s rights to life and
health, but also violated local judicial and legislative processes. Both cases have faced “political issues,” prompting an exhaustive debate that has created a higher level of scrutiny in the review of these cases.95

Taken together, these cases reveal how international human rights litigation may provide opportunities to effectively advocate for reproductive rights. These cases have helped raise awareness of reproductive rights at national and international levels. They illustrate how one case can be indicative of patterns of violations of women’s human rights that must be addressed, not only on an individual level but also in law and policy. The facts of these cases also show the need to hold public health systems accountable, even at the international level, and how the movement to recognize women’s reproductive rights as human rights must be fought internationally by participating in world conferences and treaty-drafting, as well as in international judicial and quasi-judicial arenas. In addition, these cases reveal the considerable challenges organizations face when attempting to hold governments accountable for violating women’s reproductive rights.

**Opportunities, Challenges and Limitations to Using International Litigation to Promote Reproductive Rights**

Ensuring that legislative changes are effective requires proper implementation and enforcement. The emerging international jurisprudence on women’s reproductive rights came about in response to egregious violations committed against women despite existing legal frameworks that ostensibly protected women’s rights. In this way, international litigation has influenced the human rights discourse and has contributed to the articulation of standards of interpretation that can help establish international parameters of adequate protection for women in Latin America.

In Latin America, where most laws and constitutional principles guarantee rights even as they are not enforced, the Center has begun using international litigation as a new strategy that can also help international mechanisms, such as the IACHR, better incorporate a gender perspective into their work. This, in turn, has promoted articulation of new standards of interpretation, including international responsi-
bility for ensuring reproductive rights. Litigation can also reveal the gap between national and international human rights standards, and their application in Latin American courts can help document, monitor, and publicize serious and/or systematic violations of women's rights. Finally, litigation can help raise public awareness of issues that are not traditionally regarded as human rights issues.96 International litigation, however, does present various challenges that may undermine its potential for success.

Opportunities

International human rights litigation provides an opportunity for redressing violations of human rights and for effecting change within international and national human rights systems.97 International litigation can also contribute to human rights protections by advancing negotiation processes between a government and petitioners, and by providing formal rulings that can influence future national litigation strategies that, in turn, may help establish a precedent for bringing cases before other regional and international bodies. In this regard, a litigation strategy that incorporates a comparative and cross-national perspective can play a key role in the promotion and cultural acceptance of reproductive rights as human rights. Activists and various monitoring bodies can use emerging jurisprudence from other international tribunals or courts. Even though courts are not always bound by other courts' rulings, positive examples of jurisprudence can be used persuasively.98

Collaborative awareness-raising efforts illustrate the importance of having a host of local and international organizations strategically working together, sharing knowledge, and fostering understanding. Such collaboration strengthens partnerships and leverages expertise from different organizations. This sharing of knowledge also creates an understanding of the procedures of international litigation, thus helping organizations to become familiar with the system and bring more cases on their own. The Center's experience in the area of international litigation has shown that advocating for the protection of reproductive rights through individual cases is not enough. The strategy must include also the sensitization of decision-makers on specif-
ic issues. Efforts of national level organizations are also key to publicizing violations at the international level. The participation of international organizations through litigation can help bring international awareness to regional issues that would not otherwise be known through advocacy efforts at the national level. This in turn can help exert pressure on national governments to address the issue.

Litigation can also complement efforts of broader social movements or institutions that seek to highlight human rights violations, reform the law, and effect change in cultural attitudes toward upholding human rights. The interplay between international and national legal processes and advocacy efforts can have a profound influence on local discourse. For example, even though Argentina’s federal constitution lacks explicit protection of rights, the direct incorporation into the constitution of the most important human rights treaty provisions guarantees at least minimum protection of internationally recognized rights by Argentine courts. Furthermore, Argentina’s Supreme Court has recognized the authority of the IACHR, and Argentine courts are bound to act in accordance with the jurisprudence emanating from the Inter-American system of Human Rights.

Even if it takes many years before a final settlement or recommendation is adopted, or if the litigation itself is ultimately unsuccessful, litigation still provides an opportunity to bring both national and international attention to an issue. In many reproductive rights cases, the UNHRC examination process becomes crucial. This is particularly true when there is no political will to achieve legal or policy reform at the national level through the legislature, and judicial review is either unavailable or judges operate their courtrooms based on politics rather than dispensing justice based on fundamental rights. It is important to create a climate among activists that favors reform through the development of an advocacy strategy that helps encourage national-level courts to incorporate international standards in their decisions.

**Challenges and Limitations**

In Latin America, democracies remain fragile, and advocates must consider and take into account the local, politi-
cal, social, and cultural context in which litigation will take place. Within this context, national organizations face enormous problems, including dependent judiciaries, government officials who often operate with impunity, inadequate governmental resources, negative public attitudes toward the law, and insufficient and unsecured funds to carry out their activities. Litigation has to be used strategically because cases can take years to be decided, during which time government positions may be affected by changes in political administrations. All of these factors should be considered and weighed in using international litigation versus other advocacy strategies. Another obstacle is that many civil society organizations, such as bar associations (where they exist), have limited authority and rarely contribute to mobilizing for social change or encouraging pro bono work within law firms, legal clinics, or other institutions.

Members of human rights bodies, committee members, and judges act in their individual capacity and are supposed to be impartial experts in the field of human rights; however, this is frequently not the case. Very often these individuals are former government officials or diplomats who have represented their country and defended specific positions on issues. It is therefore important for advocates to “forum shop”—in other words, to consider the composition of these bodies and to investigate what kinds of positions the different members of a commission or committee have adopted with regard to a certain issue.

The decision-making process used by organizations bringing a claim may also be the source of some tension. Although these organizations may share a common agenda, their strategies for carrying out the litigation process or negotiating with a government may differ. It is therefore important to carefully map out internal strategies and decision-making processes. The Center and partners such as CEJIL commonly defer the final decisions about strategy to the local partners.

For the most part, local organizations determine the legitimacy of a claim and make the initial suggestion to bring a case to an international level. Yet, asking questions about the accountability of advocates and about which constituencies are represented is valid. For instance, many
question the legitimacy of claims brought by international organizations that seem to be geographically removed from the region in question. This tension is an ongoing issue that reflects and questions the North/South power dynamics that may influence the development of strategies. Working collaboratively with local groups can ensure that any claims brought reflect the context in which the violations were committed.

Conservative groups present a further challenge to litigation strategies. In the case of reproductive rights, conservative groups have learned also that litigation at the national level can be an effective tool for social change. To that end, they have used conservative forces in the region, such as the Catholic church, to influence national processes, and they have also litigated cases at the national level. For instance, conservative groups in Argentina challenged the constitutionality of the National Reproductive Health Law. The use of international litigation to further conservative agendas has been used not only in Argentina but also in Colombia, Mexico, and Chile, where emergency contraception has been challenged in the courts, and could jeopardize the recognition of reproductive rights within a human rights context even at the international level. The risks are even greater as conservative groups become stronger at international conferences, and governments, such as the United States, fund and implement conservative agendas at every level.

Furthermore, at a time when fundraising for nonprofit organizations becomes increasingly complicated due to cyclical economic crises and the increase in the number of NGOs that seek funding, the question of how to make a human rights litigation strategy sustainable remains. Funders and donors must be aware of the importance of long-term sustainability and of following a strategy through to its end. The gains of one case may be lost if resources to further the strategy are unavailable.

Conclusion
This article has examined the role of legal advocacy in advancing reproductive rights. The successful advancement
of these rights depends in great part on the implementation and enforcement of commitments made in human rights treaties and at international conferences, and through their implementation of national-level legal reforms. National litigation strategies can be used to advance reproductive rights, not only by redressing the violations suffered by individuals but also by bringing international attention to systematic violations. The "shaming" effect that international decisions have on governments has been a successful legal and political strategy for holding governments accountable for human rights violations and for promoting and upholding important legal and policy changes.

The emerging jurisprudence in the European context, as well as in the United Nations human rights system, has recognized and further advanced women's human rights. These bodies have ruled on certain issues pertaining to women's sexual and reproductive rights and have the potential to generate worldwide change and sensitization. This jurisprudence may ultimately permeate other bodies, such as the Inter-American system, which has recognized matters of nondiscrimination but has yet to fully acknowledge and recognize reproductive rights.

The global road to advancing women's rights will be smoother with the participation of key actors, including women's rights organizations, health organizations, and health providers, acknowledging their interrelationship and their role in unifying and promoting standards of protection for reproductive rights. Such actions may also permeate national systems that can improve women's lives. The greatest challenge to global advocates is the realization that the promotion of women's reproductive rights can no longer be viewed in isolation, but must be considered as part of an overarching global human rights agenda that incorporates regional and national approaches and strategies and that connects as well as unifies local legal and social advocacy efforts. In defining the future success of any strategy, it is important to look back to the past century's social and legal advancements at the national and international levels. The great gains in women's lives are the result of numerous positive achievements attained by women activists. Today,
Latin American activists have a duty to defend, uphold, strengthen, and broaden these accomplishments—which now more than ever are being challenged by aggressive conservative forces. Women's rights activists have been key in guaranteeing a legal framework that would give shape to those rights; now they must ensure that institutional and judicial bodies enforce these rights and ensure redress.

The success of international litigation as a viable legal advocacy strategy depends on a clear understanding of the elements that are unique to each case being considered. Furthermore, a strategy should be devised according to the challenges posed by the political environment surrounding a case, the level of local and international sustainability and capacity of the organizations, power dynamics between North and South, accountability of advocates, financial sustainability, venue selection, and timing. In other words, a strategy should reflect and respond to the demands of each case individually. The likelihood of success will be enhanced if all of these elements are taken into account. The ultimate challenge and goal is to make meaningful changes in women's everyday lives.
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